
SUMMARY

Foundation Myths of Korea

The foundation myths are important for every cultural history all over the world. Among
the foundation myths of ancient Korea we could find two main prototypes represented by
the Tangun’s myth and myths about foundation of the so-called Three Kingdoms. They both
have their political function, they describe the beginnings of Korean statehood as a will of
Heaven: in all of them it is Heaven, that send the mediator of its will to the Earth, what jus-
tifies the existence of the early Korean states and their forefathers. Tangun’s myth relates to
the origins of the earliest Korean state Ko Chosŏn, its ruling family and the origins of its
distinctive culture. Even if it is usually presented as a unique, motifs related to the Japanese
foundation myth and mythts of the Central and Northeast Asia with some totemistic ele-
ments are clearly visible. Other myths – as presented in the earliest preserved Samguk sagi
and Samguk yusa chronicles – prove a semi-historical and semi-legendary features, which
originate from the wish of both compilators in their searching of rulers, which origins are
connected with Heaven. In these, magic birth of the cultural hero sent by Heaven to the
Earth mostly in a shape of the egg frequently appears. Egg as a symbol of the Sun signifies
the heavenly origins of the heroes and functions as a sign of their exceptionality and ability
to rule with the heavenly mandate. In these myths some similarities with the world
mythology are considerable.
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Buddhism in the People’s Republic 
of China: Some Preliminary Notes
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The aim of the present paper is not a detailed analysis of the develop-
ment of the religious policy of the Chinese Communist state towards
Tibetan Buddhism on the institutional (i.e. in relation to the web of
Tibetan Buddhist monasteries) and individual levels (i.e. in relation to the
individuals: monks, nuns and laymen) from 1949 to the present day.
I want to focus on some issues which – with regard to Tibetan Buddhism
– make the state-church relationship special and therefore will illustrate
the obstacles, hindrances and conflicts in the implementation of the reli-
gious policy in Tibetan areas in the People’s Republic of China.

The freedom of religion, forming part of human rights, is protected by
Article 18 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights:

Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; this right in-
cludes freedom to change his religion or belief, and freedom, either alone or in com-
munity with others and in public or private, to manifest his religion or belief in tea-
ching, practice, worship and observance.1

The international protection of religious freedom was further elabora-
ted in the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, which in
its Article 18 deals in greater detail with the content of this right and its
implementation. In China, the primary legal protection of freedom of re-
ligion is found in Article 36 of the Constitution of the People’s Republic
of China adopted in 1982:

Citizens of the People’s Republic of China shall enjoy freedom of religion and be-
lief. No public body, social group or private individual may compel a citizen to prac-
tise or not to practise a religion. The State shall protect normal religious activities
(Chin. zhengchang de zongjiao huodong). No one may, in practising a religion, en-
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1 Quoted from Carolyn Evans, “Chinese Law and the International Protection of
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gage in activities which endanger public order or the health of citizens or interfere
with the system of public education. Religious groups and religious affairs may not
be subject of foreign authority.2

This basic provisions have been further elaborated on central and pro-
vincial administrative levels in a number of measures and regulations re-
lated to the religious life of different religious groups in the 1980s and
1990s.3 These legal documents – especially the Constitution and other
laws adopted by the Central government – should guarantee the status of
all the five officially approved religions (i.e. Buddhism, Taoism, Islam,
Catholicism and Protestantism). They provide a general framework which
is not tailored for the needs and traditional practices of individual chur-
ches. The example of Tibetan Buddhism will illustrate the fact that this of-
ficial understanding and perception of religion and religious activities has
its limits and cannot satisfy the followers of this faith.

There is an apparent congruence between religion and ethnicity which
can be observed in discourses about the identities of various particular
groups.4 However, this assumption of the overlap of religion and ethnici-
ty, is valid to a different degree with various groups. The case of Tibetans
and Tibetan Buddhism is a strong argument for this. It seems obvious that
Tibetan Buddhism is considered to be the most important element in the
identity of Tibetans by both Tibetan and foreign authors,5 and for Tibetans
it is even perceived as a symbol of the superiority of their civilization.6 In
this sense, Tibetan Buddhism being an integrating and identity construct-
ing element of the Tibetan society, religion should be understood on two
levels: first, as a set of religious doctrines and dogmas which are general-
ly accepted and form the core of moral and ethical values; second, as an
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institutional web of monasteries covering all the areas inhabited by
Tibetans, which have also functioned as educational centres preserving
and reshaping this religious tradition.7 Tibetan Buddhism was the raison
d’être of the traditional Tibetan state before 1950. The distinctive charact-
eristic of the official religious policy in China is the fact that it is closely
interrelated with the policy towards national minorities as the phenome-
non of religion is predominantly associated with various minority ethnic
groups such as the Uighurs, Hui (followers of Islam), Mongols and
Tibetans. Up to the late 1990s when the religious movement Falungong
gained a massive support mainly among the Han-Chinese, the implemen-
tation of religious policy was primarily aimed at these non-Chinese ethnic
groups. Official Chinese publications on religious policy repeatedly stress
the close relationship between ethnicity and religion8 and state that in re-
lation to the national minorities the State and the Party should take this
linkage into consideration and deal with them as a complex issue. The
central role of religion as an identity building factor is to a certain degree
also reflected in the official Chinese documents dealing with the religious
policy towards Tibetan Buddhism. Due to the fact that unlike in the case
of the Hui, Uighurs and some other ethnic groups in China which follow
Islam and thus form a part of the international community of Muslims,
umma, Tibetans believe in an autochthonous religious tradition which ori-
ginated in the 10th-12th centuries in their homeland. Therefore the identi-
fication with Tibetan Buddhism is very strong and any restrictions and li-
mits imposed by the Chinese authorities on the religious practice on the
individual and collective level are perceived by both the clergy and the la-
ity as unacceptable infringements, which touch the core of “Tibetanness”.

The second distinctive – and among the ethnic groups in China unique
– feature of Tibetan society is the close relationship between religious
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authority and political power in Tibet. From the 13th century the
dignitaries of various Buddhist schools started to play an influential role
in Tibetan politics and this tendency reached its height with the
assumption of political power by the 5th Dalai Lama Ngawang Lozang
Gyatsho (Ngag dbang blo bzang rgya mtsho, 1617-1682) in 1642 in
Central Tibet (Tib. Dbus-Gtsang).9 The traditional political system of
Central Tibet in the years 1642-1950 is often described in Tibetan as
“having two [powers]: religious and political” (Tib. chos srid gnyis ldan)
which reflected the fact, that the supreme political and religious power
was in the hands of the successive reincarnations of the Dalai Lama.10 The
ecclesiastical elite of Tibetan society played an important role in the
government and therefore the Tibetan polity is often characterized as
theocratic. The influence of Buddhist clergy in Tibet is also obvious from
the structure of government agencies and posts, where the so-called monk
officials from the biggest Gelugpa (dge lugs pa) monasteries occupied
crucial posts.11 Due to this positions the Buddhist clergy successfully
asserted its political and economical priorities in traditional Tibet and in
fact they perceived the role of state as the protector of their interests and
the Buddhist faith. In case these interests were endangered, the monks
were ready to challenge the authority of the central government in Lhasa
as illustrated for example by the armed opposition of the monks from the
Che (byes) college in the Sera (se ra) monastery in 1944.12 The authority
of Tibetan Buddhist dignitaries was even much higher in the peripheral
areas in the east (Tib. Kham, khams) and the northeast (Tib. Amdo,
a mdo), which were beyond the immediate control of the central
government in Lhasa. There the high local reincarnations (Tib. tulku,
sprul sku) exercised a direct political control over the Tibetan population.
The example of the Labrang Tashikhyil (bla brang bkra shis ‘khyil)
monastery in Amdo can illustrate this situation.13 Its highest reincarnation
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Jamyang Zhepa (‘jam dbyangs bzhad pa) was the de facto ruler of large
parts of the north-eastern part of the Tibetan Plateau and his authority was
not challenged by either the central Tibetan or Chinese authorities. The lo-
cal population was directly subordinated to him and his administration
which was composed exclusively of monks.14 This subordination included
all political, religious, economical and military matters.

After the foundation of the People’s Republic of China the religious po-
licy towards Tibetan Buddhism was based on the “principle of the separa-
tion of religion and politics” (Chin. zheng jiao fenli de yuanze)15 which is
a typical approach of the secular state towards religion also in the Western
countries. This policy, however, was in direct contradiction to the traditio-
nal understanding of the role of monasteries, reincarnations, high lamas
and monks in Tibetan political life. The attempt of the Chinese authorities
to reduce Tibetan Buddhism to “spiritual” matters has caused a permanent
conflict between the Tibetans and the state authorities. This intermingling
of religion and politics in Tibet manifested itself during the anti-Chinese re-
volt in Lhasa in March 1959 when large numbers of monks and nuns par-
ticipated in the protests against the Chinese authorities.16 The involvement
of monks and nuns in public life and politics have again confronted the
state authorities in the course of the process of religious revival which
started in late 1970s and early 1980s. The religion resurfaced as the centre
of Tibetan life, the people were permitted to carry out religious practices
and the cadres were instructed to respect them.17 This relative freedom of
religion was again restricted only to religious matters. However, the rena-
issance of Tibetan identity caused by the revival of Tibetan Buddhism,
soon brought with it also such political issues as Tibetan independence and
the protection of human rights. A crucial role in this movement was played
by Buddhist monks and nuns who have participated since 1987 in
numerous anti-Chinese protests mainly in Lhasa, but also in other parts of
Tibet.18 From the Tibetan point of view the participation and organization
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14 Therefore, in my opinion, this political system is a more typical example of theocracy
than the often quoted case of Central Tibet, where the influence and status of monk of-
ficials was balanced by a parallel structure of lay officials who represented the secular
arm of the Lhasa government.
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18 For a detailed account of these protests and the role of monks and nuns in them see
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of protests by Tibetan monks and nuns was a logical consequence of their
traditional role in the society. On the contrary, from the Chinese
perspective their activities represented an abuse of religion and religious
freedom guaranteed by the Constitution for political activities aimed
against China. These developments have posed a dilemma for the Chinese
leadership on how to proceed with the implementation of the new religious
policy in Tibet, as this process is in their eyes inevitably connected with the
further intensification of anti-Chinese protests.19 The Chinese authorities
have repeatedly blamed the exiled 14th Dalai Lama Tenzin Gyatsho (bstan
’dzin rgya mtsho, 1935-) for inciting the protests and the demonstrations
only stress their perception of religion as something subversive and
potentially dangerous, which may function as a tool for interference in
internal matters and for erosion of social stability. This understanding of re-
ligion is also included in the short Article 36 of the Constitution of the
People’s Republic of China adopted in 1982 quoted above and further
elaborated in the crucial document (so-called Document No. 19) on the
new religious policy entitled “The Basic Viewpoint and Policy on the
Religious Question during Our Country’s Socialist Period” (Chin. Guanyu
wo guo shehuizhuyi shiqi zongjiao wenti de jiben guandian he jiben zheng-
ce) issued by the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party in
March 1982, which explicitly mentions “criminal and counter-revo-
lutionary activities under the cover of religion”.20

The reaction of the state was immediate and it aimed at tightening the
control of the internal life of the monasteries. The influence of the state in
Tibetan Buddhist monasteries has been primarily maintained by the es-
tablishment of the so-called Monastery Management Committees (Tib.
dgon pa’i do dam u yon lhan khang, Chin. siyuan guanli weiyuanhui). At
the beginning of the 1980s these administrative bodies were established in
all reopened monasteries in Tibet. The existence of such a committee is a
necessary precondition for any monastery to obtain official approval.
These bodies are composed of senior monks of the monastery and they are
in charge of all administrative, economic, and security activities related to
the monastery.21 The members of these committees have to be approved
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19 The choice between the focus on solely religious matters and involvement in politics
to a certain degree also splits the monastic communities, as there are advocates of di-
rect involvement in the fight for Tibetan independence and those who oppose this be-
cause it can endanger the fragile status of Tibetan Buddhist monasteries in the People’s
Republic of China. 

20 Donald MacInnis, Religion in China Today: Policy and Practice, Maryknoll: Orbis
Books 1989, 22.

21 On the internal structure of the Monastery Management Committee in Labrang see
Zangchuan fojiao aiguozhuyi jiaoyu xuexi xuanchuan cailiao [Propaganda materials

by the local Religious Affairs Bureau (Chin. zongjiao shiwu ju).22 The
creation of these Monastery Management Committees in Tibetan
Buddhist monasteries throughout Tibet has created a certain controversy
between the state and the monks as they represent an interference with the
traditional autonomy of the monasteries in Tibet and are perceived as
tools of the Chinese authorities in the monasteries. Since the mid-1990s
the authorities have started an ideological campaign under the slogan of
“patriotic education” (Chin. aiguo aijiao, Tib. rgyal gces chos gces).
During regular meetings organized by the cadres the monks and nuns
have to voice their opposition to separatism, publicly support the unity of
the motherland and the leading role of the Chinese Communist Party, and
cherish patriotism.23 The refusal to accept these standpoints may lead to
the exclusion of an individual monk or even to the closure of a monaste-
ry. In order to handle the religious issue in Tibet in a more transparent way,
the authorities have striven to limit the number of monks and nuns in indi-
vidual monasteries since the late 1980s. Local Religious Affairs Bureaux
have fixed a certain quota of monks for every individual monastery and
therefore only some monks have received the official status in the mona-
stery and subsequently a long-term residence permit. The size of monastic
communities is also reduced due to the fact that according to Chinese re-
gulations children under 18 years of age are officially prohibited from
entering a monastery.24 The quantity of monks have been reduced by
administrative measures approximately by one third in comparison with
the situation in pre-1950 Tibet.25 This tendency is in deep contrast with the
Tibetan Buddhist tradition of mass monasticism (especially in the
Gelugpa school) and limits imposed on the age and number of monks and
nuns are often mentioned in interviews with Tibetans as particular exam-
ples of violations of their freedom of religion.
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The interference of state authorities into traditional religious procedu-
res may also be illustrated using the example of the identification and en-
thronement of new reincarnations. Reincarnations, tulkus (sprul sku),
have traditionally occupied a high status in Tibetan society and they em-
bodied the supreme religious and political authority. The issue of the iden-
tification of a new Buddhist reincarnation in Tibet was highlighted in 1995
when the choice of the 11th Panchen Lama stirred a controversy between
the Dalai Lama’s government in exile and the Beijing government.26 The
Chinese authorities have been striving to acquire the highest authority in
the final approval of a candidate who has traditionally been identified and
enthroned by the Buddhist dignitaries using established procedures. Now
the process is always closely supervised by the different administrative
levels of the Religious Affairs Bureau and according to Chinese
documents should be conducted under the guidance of the Chinese
Communist Party.27 This is valid not only for the highest reincarnations in
Tibet such as the Dalai Lama and Panchen Lama, but also for all the local
reincarnations who have traditionally played an important role in the
religious and social life of Tibetan Buddhist communities. The attempt of
the Chinese authorities to subordinate the process of the choice of a new
reincarnation to a dull set of bureaucratic regulations, which deal in great
detail with the territorial, social, and organizational aspects of the search,
identification and enthronement, illustrates the deep contrast between the
administrative perception of religion and the spiritual understanding of it.
However, the issue of the identification of new reincarnations is important
for the process of religious revival as it was prohibited by the authorities
from 1958 to the early 1990s. In case of the next, 15th reincarnation of the
Dalai Lama this process will play a crucial role – which will encompass
not only religious but above all political issues – for Tibetans both in Tibet
and in exile, and to a certain degree for Mongolians, Buryats and other fol-
lowers of Tibetan Buddhism as well.

Another aspect of the dramatically changed situation of Tibetan mona-
steries is the economic basis of their functioning. Due to their political in-
fluence and as a result of their high social status in pre-1950 Tibet the mo-
nasteries held 37 percent of arable land28 and the population subordinated
to a monastery had to pay taxes to it and provide it with various services.
These represented the main source of income of the numerous monaste-
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26 The Dalai Lama has identified Gendun Chökyi Nyima (dge ’dun chos kyi nyi ma,
1989-) as the 11th Panchen Lama and in disapproval the Chinese government has sub-
sequently enthroned its candidate Gyaltshen Norbu (rgyal mtshan nor bu, 1990-). See
Tsering Shakya, The Dragon in the Land of Snows..., 440-447.

27 Zangchuan fojiao aiguozhuyi jiaoyu..., 194.
28 Melvyn C. Goldstein, A History of Modern Tibet..., 3. 

ries while some of them, usually the most important, were also financial-
ly supported by direct subsidies from the central Lhasa government. After
the foundation of the People’s Republic of China these privileges were al-
so guaranteed by the Beijing government, as the basic document regula-
ting the relations between China and Tibet, The Agreement of the Central
People’s Government and the Local Government of Tibet on Measures for
the Peaceful Liberation of Tibet (Chin. Zhongyang renmin zhengfu he
Xizang difang zhengfu guanyu heping jiefang Xizang banfa de xieyi) sig-
ned on 23 May 1951, stipulated in its seventh provision that “the policy of
freedom of religious belief … will be protected. The central authorities
will not effect any change in the income of the monasteries”.29 However
in the late 1950s, in the course of the implementation of the so-called
“democratic reform of the monasteries” (Chin. siyuan minzhu gaige)
Tibetan Buddhist institutions were completely deprived of their posses-
sions and all the formal economic links between monasteries and local po-
pulations were broken off. After 1980 these possessions have not been re-
turned to the monasteries. The Chinese authorities have perceived the
monasteries as a heavy financial burden for the Tibetan population and in
internal documents explicitly warn against the restoration of the “feudal
religious privileges and the system of oppression and exploitation” (Chin.
fengjian zongjiao tequan he yapo boxue zhidu).30 The state authorities do
not provide financial support for the monks and they depend on the
financial help of their relatives and on local people who give them alms.
The aim of the Chinese authorities is that the Tibetan Buddhist monaste-
ries will provide services and organize self-supporting production units,
which will finance their religious activities, and this forms part of official
policy towards Tibetan monasteries, under the slogan “let the monastery
support itself” (Chin. yi si yang si, Tib. dgon par brten nas dgon pa sky-
ong).31 In order to implement this policy, the monasteries have established
restaurants, shops and hostels, produce Tibetan medicine, etc. and are re-
ceiving Chinese and foreign tourists.32 These economic activities influen-
ce the internal life of Buddhist institutions in a negative way and scarce fi-
nancial resource directly limit the scope of religious activities. 
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The religious policy towards Tibetan Buddhism in the People’s
Republic of China has changed the traditional character of Tibetan
Buddhist monasteries. The state-imposed restriction of the political and
economic role of the monasteries, and of the size of the monastic commu-
nities have contributed to the fact that the current state of monastic
Buddhism in Tibet is qualitatively and quantitatively different in compa-
rison with the past. The recent swift economic, political and social reforms
of the Tibetan and Chinese society would undoubtedly anyway modify the
character of Tibetan Buddhist monasteries, but the official view of reli-
gion and its reduction to “spiritual” matters has speeded up these deve-
lopments. The divergent Chinese and Tibetan perceptions of the role of re-
ligion, religious institutions and religious figures in society have led and
will inevitably lead to further confrontations and conflicts which will ne-
gatively influence the overall Chinese policy in Tibet of which the reli-
gious policy forms only a small, though very important part.

The future will show whether in the course of the revival of Tibetan
Buddhism it will be possible to reconcile two entirely different sets of in-
terests: on the one hand the desire of the Chinese authorities to administ-
ratively control the internal life of the monasteries, and on the other hand
the endeavour of the Tibetans to proceed further with the revival of mo-
nasteries with the aim of re-establishing their traditional role, which en-
compassed not only religious authority but political and economic power
as well. These two trends are contradictory: the alternative of a limited re-
vival is as unacceptable for Tibetans as the vision of the gradual resurrec-
tion of the traditional role of the monasteries, which would result in the
creation of parallel administrative structures independent of the Chinese
state, is for the Chinese.33
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33 From a comparative viewpoint it is interesting to note that the followers of Tibetan
Buddhism in Tibet, Mongolia and Buryatia have encountered similar periods of reli-
gious persecution and revival in the 20th century. For a brief analysis of these almost
simultaneous processes see Lubo‰ Bûlka – Martin Slobodník, “The Revival of Tibetan
Buddhism in Inner Asia: A Comparative Perspective”, Asian and African Studies 11/1,
2002, 15-36.

RESUMÉ

NáboÏenská politika voãi tibetskému buddhizmu v âínskej ºudovej republike. Nie-
koºko predbeÏn˘ch poznámok

NáboÏenskú politiku voãi tibetskému buddhizmu v âínskej ºudovej republike upravujú
jednak právne normy formulované na centrálnej úrovni (v prvom rade ústava z roku 1982,
ãlánok 36; a tzv. dokument ã. 19, nazvan˘ „O základnej politike a principiálnych hºadiskách
na náboÏenskú otázku v socialistickom období âíny“, ktor˘ vydal Ústredn˘ v˘bor Komu-
nistickej strany âíny roku 1982) a jednak rozliãné provinãné nariadenia schválené v priebe-
hu 80-tych a 90-tych rokoch 20. storoãia, ktoré upravujú fungovanie tibetsk˘ch buddhistic-
k˘ch klá‰toroch v oblastiach osídlen˘ch TibeÈanmi. Oficiálne vnímanie postavenia
náboÏenstva, náboÏensk˘ch in‰titúcií a náboÏensk˘ch autorít v âíne vytvára v prípade tibet-
ského buddhizmu konfliktn˘ potenciál, keìÏe je diametrálne odli‰né od tradiãnej tibetskej
percepcie náboÏenstva. Oficiálna náboÏenská politika sa usiluje redukovaÈ úlohu nábo-
Ïenstva na „duchovné“ záleÏitosti a vychádza z princípu oddelenia ‰tátnej a náboÏenskej
moci. V prípade tibetskej spoloãnosti, ktorej spoloãensk˘ systém charakterizovalo spojenie
svetskej a náboÏenskej autority (tib. ãhö si Àidän, ãhos srid gÀis ldan, „majúci dve – poli-
tickú a náboÏenskú [moc]”), keì vysokí lamovia a prevtelenci (v prvom rade dalajlama
a panãhenlama) plnili aj úlohu miestnych vládcov – a to najmä v okrajov˘ch oblastiach
Tibetu (Amdo, Kham), kam nesiahala centrálna moc vlády v Lhase, sa tento konflikt preja-
vil najmä v priebehu 80-tych rokov, keì sa mní‰ske komunity zaãali politicky angaÏovaÈ
a presadzovaÈ poÏiadavku nezávislosti Tibetu. Z dominantného postavenia klá‰torov v Ti-
bete pred rokom 1950 vypl˘vali aj ich ekonomické funkcie (obchodovanie, prenajímanie
pôdy, vyberanie daní), o ktoré ich ãínske úrady pripravili uÏ koncom 50-tych rokov a v ob-
dobí náboÏenskej obnovy po roku 1980 musia klá‰tory hºadaÈ nové spôsoby financovania
(napr. podnikanie, príjmy z turizmu). Pre ãínsku náboÏenskú politiku voãi tibetskému bud-
dhizmu po roku 1980 je charakteristické úsilie prostredníctvom detailne formulovan˘ch na-
riadení administratívne kontrolovaÈ v‰etky dôleÏité ãinnosti klá‰torov, ak˘mi napríklad sú
v˘ber nov˘ch prevtelencov, prijímanie nov˘ch mníchov, vnútorn˘ chod klá‰tora kontrolo-
van˘ tzv. V̆ borom pre správu klá‰tora, financovanie. Dôkladná byrokratická kontrola tibet-
sk˘ch buddhistick˘ch klá‰torov je pokusom ãínskych úradov zabrániÈ obnove ich tradiã-
ného vplyvu v tibetskej spoloãnosti a predov‰etk˘m ich politickej ãinnosti.
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moci. V prípade tibetskej spoloãnosti, ktorej spoloãensk˘ systém charakterizovalo spojenie
svetskej a náboÏenskej autority (tib. ãhö si Àidän, ãhos srid gÀis ldan, „majúci dve – poli-
tickú a náboÏenskú [moc]”), keì vysokí lamovia a prevtelenci (v prvom rade dalajlama
a panãhenlama) plnili aj úlohu miestnych vládcov – a to najmä v okrajov˘ch oblastiach
Tibetu (Amdo, Kham), kam nesiahala centrálna moc vlády v Lhase, sa tento konflikt preja-
vil najmä v priebehu 80-tych rokov, keì sa mní‰ske komunity zaãali politicky angaÏovaÈ
a presadzovaÈ poÏiadavku nezávislosti Tibetu. Z dominantného postavenia klá‰torov v Ti-
bete pred rokom 1950 vypl˘vali aj ich ekonomické funkcie (obchodovanie, prenajímanie
pôdy, vyberanie daní), o ktoré ich ãínske úrady pripravili uÏ koncom 50-tych rokov a v ob-
dobí náboÏenskej obnovy po roku 1980 musia klá‰tory hºadaÈ nové spôsoby financovania
(napr. podnikanie, príjmy z turizmu). Pre ãínsku náboÏenskú politiku voãi tibetskému bud-
dhizmu po roku 1980 je charakteristické úsilie prostredníctvom detailne formulovan˘ch na-
riadení administratívne kontrolovaÈ v‰etky dôleÏité ãinnosti klá‰torov, ak˘mi napríklad sú
v˘ber nov˘ch prevtelencov, prijímanie nov˘ch mníchov, vnútorn˘ chod klá‰tora kontrolo-
van˘ tzv. V̆ borom pre správu klá‰tora, financovanie. Dôkladná byrokratická kontrola tibet-
sk˘ch buddhistick˘ch klá‰torov je pokusom ãínskych úradov zabrániÈ obnove ich tradiã-
ného vplyvu v tibetskej spoloãnosti a predov‰etk˘m ich politickej ãinnosti.
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